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Coat protein fold and maturation transition of
bacteriophage P22 seen at subnanometer
resolutions
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Bacteriophage P22 is a prototypical biological machine used for studying protein complex assembly and capsid
maturation. Using cryo-EM, we solved the structures of P22 before and after the capsid maturation at 8.5 Å and
9.5 Å resolutions, respectively. These structures allowed visualization of -helices and -sheets from which the
capsid protein fold is derived. The capsid fold is similar to that of the coat protein of HK97 bacteriophage. The
cryo-EM shows that a large conformational change of the P22 capsid during maturation transition involves not
only the domain movement of individual subunits, but also refolding of the capsid protein.

Bacteriophage P22 is a prototypical system to study the fundamental mechanisms of protein assembly and conformational
variability in different functional states of large macromolecular
machines1. P22 is a dsDNA bacteriophage composed of a single
shell protein, gp5, arranged on a T = 7 icosahedral lattice, which
encompasses a 43 kb genome, a portal complex and 3–6 tail
spikes1. The morphogenesis of P22 from procapsid to infectious
phage includes multiple stages. The assembly of the procapsid
begins with assistance from the internal scaffolding proteins.
Then, the scaffolding proteins exit and the dsDNA is packaged
through the portal complex, which is located only at one vertex.
This is followed by the closure of the portal complex and attachment of tail spikes to form an infectious phage. The maturation
transition of P22 and the associated conformation changes have
been extensively studied using biochemical and low-resolution
structural methods2–5. Many of the same morphogenesis
processes have also been observed in mammalian viruses, such
as herpesviruses6,7, making P22 a useful model for understanding the bacteriophages and mammalian viruses. Here, we have
performed structural analysis using cryo-EM of P22 in two different functional states to <9.5 Å resolution.
Cryo-EM and 3D reconstruction
The empty procapsid is representative of the capsid structure of a
functional procapsid containing scaffolding proteins inside the
capsid shell4. The procapsid was treated with 0.5 M guanidineHCl, which causes the internal scaffolding proteins to exit the
capsid shell, and the resultant empty procapsid shell was purified
and used in this study. The empty procapsid was used in part
because it may be more amenable to high-resolution structure
analysis than the native procapsid because of the absence of nonicosahedral scaffolding proteins. The mature phage represents
the authentic state of infectious P22 particles, whereas the empty
shell is thought to faithfully represent the procapsid particle,
determined from previous structural4 and biophysical8 analysis.
Typical electron micrographs of P22 empty procapsid and
mature phage show that the particles differ significantly in size

and shape (Fig. 1a,b). Although the empty procapsid particles
are empty circular shells, the mature phages are more angular,
filled with DNA and ∼15% larger. The empty procapsid and
mature phage structures have been determined to 8.5 Å and
9.5 Å resolutions, respectively (Fig. 1c–f).
Identification of secondary structure elements
The density maps of both particles are sufficiently well resolved
to delineate the subunit boundaries and to allow the graphic
segmentation of each of the seven subunits. Each subunit contains a globular domain on the outer surface of the capsid and
an extended inner surface domain. The structure of the isolated
subunits were compared quantitatively and found to be significantly similar between asymmetric subunits of the same morphological state (>0.94 correlation, all procapsid versus
procapsid subunits and all phage versus phage subunits) but
less similar between the two different morphological states of
P22 (<0.86 correlation, all procapsid versus phage subunits).
Because no symmetry is imposed within the asymmetric unit
of the reconstruction, the high degree of structural similarity
among the subunits strongly indicates the correctness of the
maps.
Because the six hexameric subunits within the asymmetric
unit (Fig. 1) of either empty procapsid or mature phage are similar in structure, respective subunits were aligned and averaged
to generate non-icosahedrally averaged gp5 monomer structures for both states (Fig. 2a–d). At the current resolution, it is
possible to detect α-helices longer than 2.5 turns9. Using
Helixhunter9, three helices were identified in the mature phage
subunit, whereas four helices were identified in the procapsid
subunit. In both, the longest helix (H1) is ∼40 Å long, whereas
the other two are ∼24 Å (H2) and ∼14 Å (H3) in length. The
fourth helix (H0, ∼26 Å) in the procapsid subunit (Fig. 2a,b),
but not present in the mature phage, is located nearly parallel to
H1. Below H1, there is a large flat and continuous density in
both states, which appears to be a β-sheet (labeled as B1;
Fig. 2a–d).
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Fig. 1 Structure determination of P22. Representative area from a 400 kV electron micrograph of the P22 a, empty procapsid (∼600 Å in
diameter) and b, mature phage (∼700 Å in diameter) embedded in vitreous ice. Shaded surface representation of c, the 8.5 Å resolution density map
of the P22 empty procapsid and d, the 9.5 Å resolution density map of the P22 mature phage. The
seven subunits in an asymmetric unit are colored
differently and superimposed on the capsid. The
numbers 5, 3 and 2 indicate the positions for icosahedral five-fold, three-fold and two-fold axes,
respectively. Resolution curves using the 0.5
Fourier shell correlation criterion for the P22
e, procapsid and f, mature phage with different
numbers of particles used in the reconstructions.
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three-fold positions (Fig. 3e,f). These analyStructural similarity between P22 and HK97 gp5
ses show that the structures and the corresponding molecular
Although no sequence or structural homologs can be detected interactions of these bacteriophage coat proteins are more confor P22 using a blast search against the PDB and SWISS-PROT served than their corresponding sequences, a phenomenon also
databases, an X-ray structure of the bacteriophage HK97 (PDB seen in other viruses12–14.
Although there are significant structural similarities between
entry 1FH6)10 is available (Fig. 3a). Both P22 and HK97 are lamboid phages with the same particle diameter and icosahedral lat- the gp5 proteins from P22 and HK97, the two capsid proteins
tice symmetry but are not known to be evolutionarily related. undergo different biochemical processes during viral maturation.
This HK97 structure was done at the head II state (the end of the For instance, the characteristic chainmail (which forms an intermaturation of this phage) and is equivalent to the mature P22 locking, covalent network of gp5s)10,15 formed during HK97 matphage in the morphogenesis pathway. The sequence alignment uration is not seen in P22. Also, although the HK97 coat protein
of these two capsid proteins (both named gp5) shows <20% undergoes proteolysis in which the N-terminal 103 amino acids
identity. However, when the subunits of the two phages are are removed by the HK97-encoded protease (gp4) during matuviewed graphically, the general appearances of the P22 subunits ration16, the P22 coat protein does not undergo any chemical
cleavage throughout the entire maturation process. The N-termiare reminiscent of those of the HK97 capsid protein.
Using the three helices as landmarks, the structures of the nal domain of HK97 has been implicated in playing a scaffolding
coat proteins from these two phages were computationally role in prohead assembly17, with subsequent removal by cleavage
aligned (Fig. 3b). Using DejaVu11, the average helix axial orien- required to accommodate the spatial constraints during maturatation difference was shown to be 3°, and the average r.m.s. tion17. P22, in contrast, codes for a dedicated scaffolding protein,
deviation of the helix centroid position was 0.6 Å between these which is located immediately upstream of the gene correspondtwo phage coat proteins. In the HK97 crystal structure, there is ing to the coat protein and exits the procapsid as an intact molealso a large β-sheet under the long helix, similar to the putative cule during maturation. Insofar as the C terminus of the P22
β-sheet densities (B1) under the H1 helix in the extended scaffolding protein is the essential assembly element, it is possible
domain of P22 gp5. We have also aligned the two structures that either a fusion between the scaffold and coat protein genes
with foldhunter9 using their entire density maps, instead of only resulted in HK97 scaffolding/coat protein or the introduction of a
the helix coordinates, at equivalent resolution. The resulting stop codon led to independent P22 scaffold and coat proteins.
alignment was similar to that using the three helices as land- gp5 from P22 (429 amino acids, SWISS-PROT entry P26747)
marks (Fig. 3b) and was biased only slightly toward the putative contains 147 more residues than the mature HK97 gp5 (282
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Fig. 2 Identification of secondary structures. a,b, Non-icosahedrally averaged gp5 monomer of empty procapsid. c,d, Nonicosahedrally averaged gp5 monomer in mature phage. e,f,
Superimposed view of helices in procapsid (yellow) and mature
phage (green) subunit. The helices (H0–H3) are represented as
cylinders and superimposed on the averaged subunits density
maps. The β-sheet is labeled as B1. The view in (a,c,e) is from the
outside, perpendicular to the capsid surface, and (b,d,f) are views
rotated by 90° from this view.

B1

amino acids), which likely contribute to an extra density in the
globular domain of P22 gp5 (ED, Fig. 3b) not present in HK97
gp5. This extra density is at the outermost surface of the capsid
and does not interact with neighboring subunits; its functional
role is unclear. The existence of both significant similarities and
differences between the HK97 phage and P22 phage suggest that
the two bacteriophages might have originated from a common
ancestor and have since undergone significant divergent evolution. Because of a
the illustrated structural similarities
between P22 and HK97, other tailed
dsDNA bacteriophages, such as T7, may
also share the same structural conservation during divergent evolution.
Capsid maturation
Changes in the arrangement and the
structure of the capsid protein must
occur to elicit the observed morphological changes seen in the previous lowresolution reconstructions during the
transition from a procapsid to a mature
phage2,5. At the current resolution,
characterizing these changes in terms of
individual subunit and domain movements is now possible. There is an
apparent shrinkage in the hexamer hole
diameter in the phage capsid from that
Fig. 3 Structural comparison with HK97.
a, Ribbon representation of HK97 coat protein gp5 (PDB entry 1FH6). b, Superimposed
view of the cylinder representation of three
P22 phage helices, the surface representation of the average hexamer subunit density
of P22 phage coat protein gp5 and the ribbon representation of HK97 coat protein
gp5. The extra density observed in P22 gp5 is
marked (ED). Comparison of the neighboring
subunit interactions within the asymmetric
unit for both c, the HK97 phage X-ray structure and d, the P22 mature phage density
map. Interactions at the local three-fold axis
(filled triangle) in e, the HK97 phage X-ray
structure, corresponding to the marked area
in the f, P22 mature phage viewed down the
icosahedral two-fold axis (filled ellipse). The
colors in (d) and (f) are as in Fig. 1d.

in the procapsid (Fig. 1c,d). This difference can be explained by
the twist of the density containing H2–H3 in each gp5 subunit
(Fig. 2a–d) that results in this domain pointing toward the central hole of the hexamer (Fig. 3d). The primary cause behind this
conformational change seems to be a tilting of H3 (47°) while
H1 and H2 remain relatively unchanged (<6°) (Fig. 2e,f). In
accommodating this structural change, more extensive inter-
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Fig. 4 Stereo view of the molecular contacts of adjacent
subunits in hexamer of the P22 a, procapsid and b,mature
phage. gp5 subunits are colored as in Fig. 1c,d.

based on lower-resolution analysis3,5. Although the
overall subunit structures within each of the maturation states appear to be similar, the breakdown of
quasi-equivalence18 is evident in the subunit interfaces of the empty procapsid. This might be reflective
of the meta-stable intermediate stage of the procapsid
in the P22 maturation process1,8.

b

actions between neighboring subunits in the hexamer are
created in the mature phage (Fig. 4b). In contrast, the empty
procapsid hexamer subunits are nearly completely separated and
contain few lateral interactions (Fig. 4a).
The hexamer subunits undergo an overall rotation in the
mature phage relative to those in the empty procapsid. This
large-scale movement is possible because only minimal subunit
interactions between the neighboring subunits exist in the
empty procapsid (Fig. 4a). This outward rotation not only
results in the thinning of the hexamer and the whole capsid shell
from ∼60 Å to ∼40 Å, but also pushes the neighboring subunits
further apart, enlarging the hexamer. These structural changes
also induce capsid expansion, a change in shape from nearly
spherical to angular and a change in hexamer local symmetry
from two- to six-fold symmetry5.
The HK97 prohead also shares similar morphological features
with P22 procapsid with skewed hexamers, as seen in our
intermediate-resolution density map. The structural transition
during maturation is also similar between P22 and HK97.
During the maturation transition, the skewed hexamer changes
to a more six-fold symmetric hexamer in both P22 and HK97.
The capsid shell also becomes thinner in the head stage than in
the prohead stage for HK97.
Subunit interactions
In both procapsid and mature states of P22, the inner domain gp5
extends underneath the outer domain of the adjacent subunit and
toward the local three-fold axes, forming extensive interactions
between equivalent subunits from three adjacent hexamers
(Fig. 3f). At the two-fold axes, the equivalent subunits from two
adjacent hexamers also interact extensively (Fig. 3f). Together with
the interactions at the three-fold and two-fold locations, the
increased subunit interactions within the hexamer (Fig. 4b)
explain the increased capsid stability after the transition from a
meta-stable procapsid to a mature phage.
The phage hexamer has six-fold symmetry, with the subunits
adopting equivalent positions. Conversely, the apparent skew of
the procapsid hexamer seems to be due mainly to the arrangement of the subunits, instead of the formerly proposed major
conformational differences of the individual subunits that were
134

gp5 refolding
The majority of structural changes observed in the
maturation of P22 are related to structural rearrangements of the individual hexamer subunits. However,
one major refolding event appears to occur during
the maturation process. H0, which is ∼26 Å in length
in the procapsid, is not seen in the mature phage
(Fig. 2a–f). This long helix likely unfolds. In head II
state of gp5 from HK97, the region of structure in a
similar position to H0 is a long extended loop,
termed the N-arm. The corresponding N-arm of P22 may be
disordered in the mature phage but can form a helix in the P22
procapsid. This assignment is also supported by secondary
structure prediction19, which assigns 19 N-terminal residues as a
helix. Raman spectroscopy also suggests a slight decrease in helix
content20 in the mature gp5, which agrees with this structural
refolding model. This local refolding is likely involved in capsid
stabilization. Interestingly, the model of prohead II derived from
the head II X-ray structure of HK97 did not include the N-terminal 23 residues21; therefore, it is unclear whether HK97 undergoes a similar form of refolding of the N-arm.
Conclusions
Two bacteriophage P22 capsid structures have been determined to 8.5 Å and 9.5 Å resolutions for the empty procapsid
and mature phage, respectively. The segmentation of individual subunits and visualization of secondary structure elements
have allowed the comparison of the two structures, detailing
the conformational transition of the capsid during maturation.
The identification of secondary structural elements has also
allowed structure-based fold recognition and the identification
of fold similarity of the P22 coat protein gp5 to that of another
bacteriophage, HK97. The conformational difference between
the meta-stable procapsid and the mature phage of P22 involve
both the partial refolding of gp5 and domain movement. These
results demonstrate that cryo-EM is sufficiently well developed
as a structural tool capable of resolving secondary structure
elements of molecular components to examine the evolutionary relationship among bacteriophages and other viruses,
which was inadequate with the sequence similarity analysis
alone.
Methods
Sample preparation. Sample preparation was performed as
described22. Briefly, procapsid particles, containing internal scaffolding proteins, were purified from infected Salmonella typhimurium
by differential centrifugation sedimentation. The scaffolding protein was extracted from the coat protein shell by treatment with
0.5 M guanidine-HCl. The mature phage was harvested from 13–am
(a phage that does not lyse the host cell) phage–infected Salmonella
cultures and purified by CsCl gradient centrifugation.
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Cryo-EM. Both samples were flash-frozen onto holey grid in liquid
ethane. Images were recorded on Kodak SO163 films using a
JEOL4000EX electron microscope with accelerating voltage at
400 kV, sample temperature at –178 ºC with a Gatan cryoholder and
at low dose condition with a total dose <30 e Å–2. The empty procapsid data set was imaged at 50,000× magnification with a focal
pair taken for each sample area; the micrographs were digitized at
2.7 Å pixel–1 using a Zeiss SCAI scanner. The mature phage data set
was taken at 40,000× magnification with only a single micrograph
taken for each sample area; the micrographs were digitized at
3.63 Å pixel–1 using the same scanner.
Image processing and 3D reconstruction. Both data sets were
processed using the SAVR package23 with 10 processors on a SGI
Origin 2000 24 CPU computer. The empty procapsid data set
included 100 focal pairs with a total of 8,723 particle pairs
processed; the particles in the further-from-focus micrographs
were used only for initial orientation determination and not in
the final reconstruction. The mature phage data set contains 50
single micrographs with a total of 11,373 particles processed.
Initial orientation of each particle was determined using the
Wavelet Transform assisted projection matching algorithm24. The
initial orientations were further iteratively refined using the cross
common line method. The Fourier-Bessel algorithm was used to
merge individual particles and reconstruct 3D models25. Contrast
transfer function parameters were determined using ctfit in the
EMAN26 package. Both the phases and amplitudes of contrast
transfer functions were corrected13,27 in the 3D reconstructions
with Weiner filter-type amplitude correction using individual
Fourier signal decay factors as defined27 for each of the micrographs, which ranged from 50 to 250 Å2. Fourier shell correlation
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of two independent reconstructions from half data sets were used
to assess the resolution of the reconstructed maps using criterion
of 0.5 cross correlation coefficient13,28.
Visualization and segmentation. The reconstructions were visualized using IRIS Explorer on a SGI Origin 2000 computer. The ribbon
representation of X-ray structure was generated using Ribbons29.
The individual subunits were manually segmented using IRIS
Explorer with the custom-developed modules30.
Structural analysis. The manually segmented subunits were computationally aligned to common reference by exhaustive six-dimensional search using foldhunter9. The correlation coefficients between all
the subunits were computed after the alignment. The local symmetry
axis positions were searched using an iterative method as described31.
Helixhunter9 was used to identify helices in the procapsid and mature
phage average subunit density map. HK97, P22 procapsid and mature
P22 phage helix similarity were measured using DejaVu11.
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